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Dear Rudy & Erin,
Thanks for the update. I'm not surprised. The First Amendment has been completely turned on its head like most
others values of our dying system. Irresponsibility leads to a police state. Always has. Always will. We are deep
into the era of "bread and circuses" and it is more and more evident every day. Modern prisoners are truly
pathetic. Rare is the prisoner who seeks to better himself. They are what they are. Unfortunately, democracies
have never been able to deal with the symptoms of a dying culture. A democracy by its very nature proceeds
under the idea that all problems are social and technocratic (secular). Thus, they try and try (and fail and fail) to
correct the increasing defeats in society by "passing laws." If passing laws were the answer, societies problems
would have been solved millenniums ago. There are already laws (for example) against smuggling drugs into
prisons. No drug laws work. More laws; more police; more taxes and the technocratic state continues until, like
the "tower of Babel" all falls down. Rome died from too much diversity. Different races, cultures, religions until no
meaning of life remained. Couture grows around the "cult." Western Culture grew up around the "cult" of
Christianity" and cannot (and will not) live without it. The meaning of "God" is like the meaning of "man," or
"marriage," and all of the other words that once defined our meaning of life -- they all have become to mean
"nothing." The net result of "equality." To equalize all men, as all can see (assuming they have eyes), ultimately
means to bring "women" into the equation. The meaning of the sexes having been destroyed then come the
equalization of homosexuals. Sodomy, (for example), once an abomination against God, a sin and a crime
against society (cultural man and his family), has, under the corrosive power of "equality," now is placed among
the highest pantheon of "rights." It is anti-life by its nature. It is non-reproductive (aside from its other and obvious
perversity) and it reflects a deep symptom of the end of the life of the cultural idea from which we sprang. I see I
have gone into a bit of a rant. As Oswald Spangler would say (and did), we are entering the "Age of the Caesars"
-- that which we call the Police State -- and the tide will not be stayed. I'm out of minutes. Have to close. God
bless you and yours.... Yorie {I got cut off before I was able to push the "send" button, so had to wait to send
this. Take care}
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